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Second harmonic generation (SHG) has been proven a uniquely effective technique in the

investigation of molecular structure and conformations, as well as dynamics of molecular

interfaces. The ability to apply SHG to molecular interface studies depends on the ability to

abstract quantitative information from the measurable quantities in the actual SHG experiments.

In this review, we try to assess recent developments in the SHG experimental methodologies

towards quantitative analysis of the nonlinear optical properties of the achiral molecular

interfaces with rotational isotropy along the interface normal. These developments include the

methodology for orientational analysis of the SHG experimental data, the experimental

approaches for more accurate SHG measurements, and a novel treatment of the symmetry

properties of the molecular polarizability tensors in association with the experimentally

measurable quantities. In the end, the recent developments on the problem of surface versus bulk

contribution in SHG surface studies is discussed. These developments can put SHG on a more

solid foundation for molecular interface studies, and to pave the way for better understanding

and application of SHG surface studies in general.

1. Introduction

Second harmonic generation (SHG) is the second order non-

linear process where two photons with the same fundamental

frequency (o) interact with a nonlinear medium simulta-

neously to generate a photon with the second harmonic

frequency (2o). If the two fundamental frequencies are not

the same, a photon at the sum of these two frequencies can be

generated from the so-called sum frequency generation (SFG)

process. Because of the symmetry requirement for the second

order nonlinear processes, the leading dipolar term of the

SHG or SFG processes is generally forbidden for the centro-

symmetric bulk medium, and thus SHG and SFG become

effective probes for the surface of the centrosymmetric bulk

phase.1 Since Shen and his colleagues laid the theoretical

foundation and demonstrated the experimental feasibility of

SHG and SFG for surface studies with submonolayer level

sensitivity,2–7 surface second harmonic generation (SSHG)

and SFG have been used as powerful probes for structural

and spectroscopic information of the molecular interfaces and

molecular thin films in the past two decades.8–17 SSHG has

also become one of the most important tools for liquid and

material surface characterizations.15–27 SSHG has also been

used to probe molecular electronic spectroscopy of molecular

interfaces.3,28–31 There have been a number of books or book

chapters,32,33 and review articles9–17 on the fundamental the-

ory and different aspects of the applications for surface studies

with SSHG over the past twenty years. Some new develop-

ments of SHG techniques, including SHG from micro- and

nano-particle surfaces,34–36 second harmonic microscopy

(SHM),37–39 SHG chirality studies, such as SHG circular

dichroism (SHG-CD), SHG linear dichroism (SHG-LD) and

SHG optical rotatory dispersion (SHG-ORD)40–42 have also

been reviewed recently.

The ability to apply SHG, as well as SFG, in molecular

interfaces depends on the ability to abstract quantitative

information from the measurable quantities in the actual

SHG or SFG experiments. In recent years, Zhuang et al.

introduced a unified approach to employ SHG and SFG for

mapping molecular orientation and conformation at inter-

faces,43 while Simpson et al. presented a unified treatment

on the selection rules and symmetry relations for SHG and

SFG spectroscopies.44,45 These efforts are certainly very useful

and educational in SHG and SFG studies. However, conduct-

ing quantitative interpretation of the SHG or SFG data is still

not as straightforward as it appears, and it has not been a

simple trade. It is still difficult for those who want to employ

them, especially because the techniques and methodologies for

measuring and interpreting the SHG and SFG data have been

scattered in various literatures, and need to be systematically

developed and summarized.

Recently, we systematically discussed some recent develop-

ments in methodologies and issues involved in quantitative

spectral and orientational analysis in the sum frequency gen-

eration vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS).8 The key idea in

these developments is to directly connect the microscopic

second order polarizability tensor elements to the polarization

and experimental configuration dependent SFG-VS measur-

able quantities through molecular symmetry analysis. We
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further demonstrated that polarization and experimental con-

figuration analysis of the SFG-VS data can be used to

elucidate complex vibrational spectral features and molecular

structures for various molecular interfaces.46–49

A similar analysis can also be employed in SHG analysis,

except that it is more complicated for SHG analysis than that

for SFG-VS. Therefore, SHG has been generally considered a

less specific technique than SFG.50 This is simply because,

unlike in SFG-VS,8 most SHG measurements are not right on

the electronic resonance, and that there is no simple way to

separate the contributions to the measured SHG signal from

the symmetric and asymmetric polarizability tensor elements

in the analysis. In the SHG literatures, simplification of the

molecular polarizability tensor elements with uniaxial or rod-

like assumption was generally used,21–25 except for a few

cases.16,43,51–53 Nevertheless, a systematic and unified treat-

ment of the molecular tensor elements can be very helpful in

understanding and application of the SHG for surface and

thin film studies.

The objective of this short review is to examine the issues

and techniques for quantitative measurement and interpreta-

tion of SHG data from the molecular interfaces and thin films.

We limit our scope to the achiral molecular interfaces with

rotational isotropy along the interface normal. We are parti-

cularly interested in the so-called ‘‘inverse problem’’, which is

to use the results of actual SHG measurements to infer the

unique values of the parameters directly from the fundamental

theory of SHG, which characterize the molecular interface and

thin films. Scientifically, to predict the SHG experimental

observations with given values of the parameters, i.e. the so-

called ‘‘normal problem’’, i.e.. ‘‘forward problem’’, is never-

theless meaningful, but may not be as challenging and im-

portant as to solve the ‘‘inverse problem’’. By addressing these

issues, experimental studies and interpretations of SHG may

be carried out within a relatively unified framework.

In the following sections, we shall discuss the methodologies

for orientational analysis of the SHG experimental data,

discuss the experimental approaches for more accurate SHG

measurements, and then present a novel treatment of the

symmetry properties of the molecular hyperpolarizability ten-

sors in association with the experimentally measurable quan-

tities. In the end, a recent development on the problem of

surface versus bulk contribution in SHG surface studies is

presented. We hope that this review can put SHG on a more

solid foundation for molecular interface studies, and also pave

the way for better understanding and application of SHG for

surface studies in general.

2. Basic theory for SHG

The basic theory of SHG as a general surface analytical probe

has been well described in the literature.11,43,54–56

Generally, the SHG intensity I(2o) reflected from an inter-

face is given below.43

Ið2oÞ ¼ 32p 3o2sec2O
c30n1ðoÞn1ðoÞn1ð2oÞ

jveff j
2I2o ð2:1Þ

veff = [L(2o):ê(2o)] � v:[L(o):ê(o)] � [L(o):ê(o)] (2.2)

In eqn (2.1), Io is the incoming laser intensity, c0 is the speed of

the light in the vacuum, and O is the incident angle from the

surface normal. In eqn (2.2), v is the macroscopic second-order

susceptibility tensor, which has 3� 3� 3 = 27 elements; ê(2o)
and ê(o) are the unit vectors of the electric field at 2o and o;
L(2o) and L(o) are the tensorial Fresnel factors for 2o and

o, respectively.
It is important to realize that veff contains all molecular

information of SHG measurement. veff is generally complex,

and both an amplitude and a phase factor are required to

quantify it. Generally, in many cases there is no relative phase

between the different veff terms, and these veff terms can be

treated as real values in the interpretation of SHG data. In

fact, any veff in SHG can be expressed into the linear combina-

tion of a few non-zero independent experimentally measurable

veff terms in specific polarization combinations.

For example, there are three independent veff terms for an

achiral rotationally isotropic interface (CNv), namely, s-in/p-

out (vsp), 451-in/s-out (v451s) and the p-in/p-out (vpp). Here, in

the experimental coordinate system (x,y,z), z is the interface

normal, and we choose the xz plane to be the incident plane.

Subsequently, p polarization is defined as polarization within

the xz plane, and s is perpendicular to the xz plane. These veff
terms are directly related to the interfacial macroscopic sus-

ceptibilities wijk tensor elements as the following:43,57

veff,sp = Lzz(2o)L
2
yy(o) sin Owzyy

veff,451s = Lyy(2o)Lzz(o)Lyy(o)sin Owyzy
veff,pp = Lzz(2o)L

2
xx(o) sin O cos2 O wzxx

� 2Lxx(2o)Lzz(o)Lxx(o) sin O cos2 Owxzx
+ Lzz(2o)L

2
zz(o)sin

3Owzzz (2.3)

in which the Fresnel factor Lii(o) terms were clearly defined by

Zhuang and Wei et al.43,57 However, there can be up to 6 non-

zero independent measurable veff terms for interfaces or films

with symmetry other than CNv.
58

One can show that veff in any experimental configuration

with linearly polarized light can be directly expressed into the

linear combination of these three independently measurable

veff terms as in eqn (2.4). Cases other than those using linearly

polarized light shall be discussed in section 4.

veff = sin2 a cos gveff,sp + sin 2a sin gveff,451s
+ cos2 a cos gveff,pp (2.4)

Here, a and g are the polarization angle measured from the

optical plane of the incident laser beam and the detection

polarization angle in the outgoing signal beam, respectively.

Generally, wijk is the ensemble orientational average of the

second order molecular polarizability tensor elements bi0j0k0 in
the molecular system.33

wijk ¼ Ns

X

i0j0k0¼abc
hRii0Rjj0Rkk0 ibi0j0k0 ð2:5Þ

where Ns is the molecule number density, the operator hi
denotes the orientational ensemble average over the Euler

rotation matrix transformation element Rll0 from the mole-

cular coordinate l0(a,b,c) to the laboratory coordinate

l(x,y,z),59 through the three Euler angles (y,c,j).60 The
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subscript (i,j,k) of the wijk corresponds to the laboratory

coordinate (x,y,z), and the subscript (i0,j0,k0) of the bi0j0k0
corresponds to the molecular coordinate (a,b,c). Here in eqn

(2.5), the convention to incorporate the local field factors into

an effective refractive index is followed.43

For a rotationally isotropic achiral molecular interface or

thin film, there are only 7 non-zero wijk tensor elements, i.e.

wzzz, wzxx = wzyy, wyzy = wyyz = wxzx = wxxz.
61 These relation-

ships are generally valid when there are more than one kind of

molecular species contributing to the macroscopic susceptibil-

ities. Because the rotational average in eqn (2.5) is independent

of frequency, wijk and bi0j0k0 should have the same frequency

response. Therefore, measurement of the frequency depen-

dence of wijk also provides the spectrum of the interface

molecule. This fact has been used to measure the interface

polarity of the liquid interfaces using polarity indicator

molecules.29,30

Based on the above, a schematic for SHG studies of inter-

faces or thin films is illustrated in Fig. 1.8,62 Just as Corn and

Higgins have summarized,16 SHG molecular orientation mea-

surement incorporates three main steps. It is clear that the first

step is to accurately measure the non-zero independent veff
terms. A lot of work has been done in order to determine the

relative magnitudes and phases of these veff terms.63–65 The

second step is to calculate or assume the bi0j0k0 terms of an

individual molecule. And third, the average molecular orienta-

tion at the interface should be calculated through the appro-

priate equations which relate the experimentally measured veff
terms to the microscopic bi0j0k0 terms.

The second step is crucial since there are only a limited

number (generally three) of non-zero independent veff terms

can be measured. It is also where confusion arises and

disagreements diverge. In practice, a rod-like approximation,

i.e. bccc is the only non-zero term, is usually used, and the

analysis is greatly simplified.21–25 However, such approxima-

tion may not be suitable for the typical rod-like chromophore

in the molecules, such as in 40-n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl

(8CB).43,53 Ab initio or other theoretical calculations have also

been used to calculate the molecular bi0j0k0 terms.66,67 However,

such an approach is intrinsically limited because it requires

calculation and summation over the electronically excited

states. As illustrated in Fig. 1, recent developments have

shown that symmetry analysis in SHG at interface and in

hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) in solution can be used to

simplify and experimentally determine the ratios between the

molecular bi0j0k0 terms. HRS can be employed for SHG studies

here simply because HRS is basically the incoherent aspect of

the second order nonlinear optical process, while SHG is the

coherent aspect of the same second order nonlinear pro-

cess.68,69 These development shall be discussed in detail in

section 5.

It should be noted that above discussions are valid both for

molecular interfaces and thin films. In the following sections,

we shall discuss issues related to recent advances on quantita-

tive measurement and interpretation of SHG from molecular

interfaces and thin films.

3. Methodology for quantitative orientational

analysis

Recently the limitations of using SHG for molecular orienta-

tional analysis of molecular interfaces and thin films have been

seminally discussed by Simpson and Rowlen.12,13,70 In these

works, Simpson and Rowlen demonstrated that because each

apparent orientational angle from the SHG measurement

actually corresponds to a broad range of possible orientational

angle and distribution widths of the molecules at the interface,

it is impossible to determine the molecular orientational angle

and distribution width solely using the SHG polarization

measurement. Simpson and Rowlen further discussed the idea

of orientationally insensitive measurement of molecular inter-

faces and thin films with SHG.71,72 However, there are also

clear advantages of using nonlinear and coherent spectro-

scopic techniques, such as SHG and SFG-VS, for molecular

orientational analysis of molecular interfaces and thin films,

especially with the formulation of orientational functional and

general orientational parameters.8,54,56,59,73

3.1. The orientational parameter and the SHG ‘‘magic angle’’

In SHG surface studies, the orientational parameter D = hcos
yi/hcos3 yi, which can be experimentally determined from

polarization or null angle measurements, was generally used

to determine the interface orientational angle and distribution

width.4,33,54 In early studies, a very narrow or d-distribution
approximation, i.e. s = 01, was generally assumed, and an

apparent orientational angle (ya) was readily calculated. How-

ever, such a simplification is usually problematic, especially for

rough surfaces where adsorbed molecules are likely to have a

broad angular distribution. Simpson and Rowlen explicitly

discussed the limitations of using D parameter only to deter-

mine the orientational angle and distribution width of mole-

cular interfaces and thin films.12,13,70 These limitations are

based on the existence of the ‘‘magic angle’’ in the analysis of

mathematical expression of the D parameter, as illustrated

in Fig. 2.70

It is obvious that with a single value of D, it is impossible to

simultaneously determine two independent orientational vari-

ables, namely, the orientational angle (y) and distribution

width (s). When D = 5/3, ya = 39.21 is called the ‘‘magic

angle’’ because any orientational center angle (y) with a certain

broad distribution width (s) can satisfy this D value. To

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of SHG quantitative analysis. Adapted

on the basis of the illustration by C. D. Bain on SFG-VS analysis.8,62
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resolve this fundamental limitation, Simpson and Rowlen

demonstrated a way using the orientational parameter K =

hcos2 yi obtained from some thin film sensitive linear polar-

ization spectroscopic techniques, such as the angle-resolved

absorbance by photoacoustic detection (APARD) technique,

together with the D parameter obtained from SHG measure-

ment, to uniquely determine both y and s for molecular

interfaces or thin films.74 However, the key difficulty in this

approach is that the linear measurement cannot satisfy the

monolayer sensitivity required for most of these cases. In order

to deal with the limitation of the single D value method and to

keep the advantage of the submonolayer sensitivity of SHG,

recently a SHG only approach was proposed and demon-

strated by Rao et al. based on the analysis of the orientational

functional in SHG defined below.56

One direct extension of the analysis of the ‘‘magic angle’’ in

Fig. 2 is that with any D value, provided it is accurately

measured, a maximum or minimum possible orientational

angle yM and a maximum possible distribution width sM can

be easily determined. This information is especially useful

when D value is significantly away from the ‘‘magic angle’’

value of D = 5/3 in SHG and SFG-VS measurements.75–77 In

these cases, sM can be relatively small, i.e. a relatively narrow

distribution width is ensured.

3.2. Orientational analysis with the orientational functional

The advantages of orientational analysis with nonlinear and

coherent spectroscopic methods were demonstrated through a

simplified formulation of the orientational functional R(y) for
both linear and nonlinear spectroscopic techniques in the

study of ordered molecular systems, including molecular

interfaces and thin films.59 For example, since all the non-

vanishing third order macroscopic v tensor elements in SHG

or SFG-VS are just linear function of hcos yi and hcos3 yi
terms, any veff can be simplified into56

veff = Nsd(hcos yi � chcos3 yi) = Nsdr(y). (3.6)

Therefore,

I(2o) = Ad2R(y)N2
sI

2
o (3.7)

R(y) = |r(y)|2 = |hcos yi � chcos3 yi|2 (3.8)

Here, A is a proportional constant, and R(y) is called the

orientational functional. R(y) solely depends on the general

orientational parameter c, which is a dimensionless number.

Therefore, the SHG intensity I(2o) is directly proportional to

d2R(y), in which the orientational functional R(y) contains all
the molecular orientational information. The strength factor d,

with the unit of molecular polarizability b, determines the

magnitude of I(2o).56 According to the definition, c and d are

the functions of the relative ratios of the molecular polariz-

ability tensors, the incident and outgoing angles, the polariza-

tion angles, and the dielectric constants of the two bulk media

and the molecular layer in both the fundamental and second

harmonic light frequencies. The full expressions for the c and d

values of the uniaxial molecular systems with a rotational

isotropic along the surface normal in different SHG experi-

mental configurations are given in the literature.56 Expressions

for c and d values in SFG-VS are also available for methyl

groups.47

Such separation of the orientational response R(y) and

strength factor d is the key for explicit orientational analysis

in recent SHG and SFG-VS studies.8,46–49,56,59,75–77 Systematic

simulation of the behavior of R(y) with different c values

provided rich information and detailed understanding of the

orientational response of I(2o). From these expressions of c,

one can show that by changing the SHG experimental incident

angles, the incident and outgoing polarizations angles, c value

can be changed from �N to N. This fact enables full

experimental control of the measurements with different c

values for SHG orientational analysis.56

Undoubtedly, the value of c controls the behavior of R(y)
against possible molecular orientation and distributions.

Therefore, c is the true orientational parameter. Here c is

called the general orientational parameter because when

R(y) = 0, the corresponding c value becomes the orientational

parameter D. With the c and D values, r(y) is directly

connected to the first and the third orientational order para-

meters through the following relationship,56

rðyÞ ¼ ð1� c

D
Þhcos yi ¼ ð1� c

D
ÞS1 ¼ ðD� cÞhcos3 yi

¼ 1

5
ðD� cÞð2S3 þ 3S1Þ ð3:9Þ

in which S1 = hcos yi, and S3 = (5hcos3 yi � 3hcos yi)/2 are

the first and the third orientational order parameters of the

system. So the deviation of c from the orientational parameter

c0, or D, scales the value of the orientational response, i.e. r(y),

Fig. 2 The apparent molecular orientational angle (calculated by

assuming a d-function distribution) as a function of the root-mean-

square width s of a Gaussian distribution function. Each curve

corresponds to a center orientational angle y. The straight line at

39.21 is the magic angle. Two horizontal dashed lines are drawn to

show how to determine the yM and sM with known D value as

discussed in the text. Adapted with permission from G. J. Simpson

and K. L. Rowlen, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1999, 121, 2635–2636. Copy-

right 1999 American Chemical Society.70
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of the molecular system. This relationship entrust clear phy-

sical meaning to c as the so-called general orientational para-

meter.

A clear demonstration of the R(y) analysis is in Fig. 3.

Without the analysis with R(y), the SHG experimental ob-

servation of the complex orientational phase behaviors of

the Langmuir film of the liquid crystal molecule 8CB at the

air/water interface could not have been clearly under-

stood.56 Using the known experimental condition and mole-

cular parameters, the c values of the 8CB Langmuir mono-

layer in the three independent experimental polarization

configurations are:56 c = 1 for s-in/p-out (sp) and 451-in/

s-out (451s), and c = 2.25 for p-in/p-out(pp). With these

c values, orientational analysis on R(y) can draw the following

conclusions:56

(a) With the same c value, the sp and 451s SHG curves

undoubtedly have the same orientational behavior.

(b) The behavior of the sp, 451s and pp SHG curves in region

II can only be explained by a continuous tilting and narrowing

orientational phase transition process. This process ends at the

starting point of region III, which fits well with the sharp

turning point on the surface pressure curve. This explicitly

indicates that the sharp turn on the surface pressure curve at

52 Å2 can not be a simple first-order orientational phase

transition.78,79 Furthermore, the y and s of the diphenyl

chromophore of 8CB molecule can be directly calculated for

region II using the SHG data in different polarizations and

surface densities.

(c) The different trend in the sp, 451s, and pp SHG curves in

region III can be easily explained by the shadowed region of

the R(y) curves with c = 1 and c = 2.25 in Fig. 3b, because

only in this region did the c= 1 curve change little with the tilt

angle y, while the c = 2.25 curve changed proportionally with

the same tilt angle change. Quantitative calculation just con-

firms this direct observation with the corresponding R(y)
curves. This explicitly demonstrate the power of the R(y)
orientational analysis.

Further examination of the behavior of R(y) in Fig. 3b also

reveals the following simple but important conclusions:

(a) When c = 1, R(y) goes to zero at y = 01 and y = 901.

This directly contradicts the belief that more SHG signal

should be observed when the chromophore is more up-

right.80–82

(b) R(y) curves with different c values possess orientational

sensitive and orientational insensitive regions. Therefore, they

can be used for orientational sensitive and orientational

insensitive measurements of the chromophore orientation

and orientational changes through tuning of the c values with

controlled experimental configurations, including incident an-

gles and polarization angles. Simpson and Rowlen demon-

strated the idea to make an orientational insensitive

measurement with SHG for the first time.71,72 Here the

formulation of the orientational functional R(y) provides a

convenient toolbox for conducting both orientational

sensitive and insensitive measurements in SHG and SFG-VS.

Following this idea, an orientational sensitive measurement

of the 3700 cm�1 free O–H vibrational peak at an air/water

interface in the ppp polarization has shown two orders

of magnitude intensity change with different incident

angles of the laser beams, while only 20–30% change was

observed in the ssp polarization with the same set of incident

angles. This has greatly helped discern the symmetry and

orientation angle of this free O–H bond at the air/water

interface.48,49

Orientational analysis with R(y) provides a way to simulta-

neously determine both y and s by using SHG measurements

with different c values. This approach was explicitly formu-

lated and demonstrated for the 8CB Langmuir monolayer

studies.56 Conceptually, such task can be realized if one can

measure two independent r(y) values from SHG experimental

measurements under two different c values.56

r1 (y) = hcos yi � c1hcos3 yi (3.10)

r2 (y) = hcos yi � c2hcos3 yi (3.11)

Thus, two independent measurements provide a unique solu-

tion for the two orientational variables y and s, provided that

the two parameter orientational distribution function, such as

Gaussian distribution, is used.

Fig. 3 (a) SHG data of the Langmuir film of the liquid crystal

molecule 8CB at the air/water interface in three independent polariza-

tion combination at different surface density. The SHG wavelength is

400 nm. (b) Orientational functional R(y) versus orientational angle y
with c = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.25 and 3, assuming a d-distribution function for

y. The c values of the 8CB Langmuir monolayer in the three

independent experimental polarization configuration are: c = 1

for s-in/p-out (sp) and 451-in/s-out (451s), and c = 2.25 for p-in/

p-outb (pp).56
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3.3. Effective refractive index of the interface layer

As illustrated in Fig. 1 and eqn (2.3), (2.5) and (3.6), in order

to calculate c and d values for a particular SHG or SFG-VS

experimental configuration, one needs to have knowledge of

the interface effective refractive index n0(oi) for all the fre-

quencies involved, as well as the ratios between the polariz-

ability tensors for the chromophore under investigation.8,47,56

Simplifications of the polarizability tensor ratios based on

molecular symmetry are going to be discussed in detail in

section 5. Here we discuss some general issues of the n0(oi).

There have been many discussions in the SHG and SFG-VS

literature on the dielectric constant or refractive index of the

molecular layers.11,32,43,57,83–92 Since the interface layer is only

one or several molecules thick and with certain orientational

order, its dielectric properties are different from those of the

bulk materials formed with the same molecule. However, for

molecular monolayer or a few layers, the meaning of the

refractive index or dielectric constant is not clearly defined

as in the macroscopic medium. A fundamental fact in thin film

optics is that the macroscopic reflection and transmission

coefficients from a substrate covered with a thin molecular

layer, i.e. thickness much smaller than the wavelength, is

essentially the same as the bare interface.93,94 Therefore, only

the microscopic local field factors need to be considered.

Moreover, the microscopic local field factors of this thin layer

has been clearly defined to characterize the anisotropy of this

oriented layer.83 Combining these two facts, a treatment on

the macroscopic Fresnel factors and microscopic local field

factors, as well as the definition of the effective refractive

indexes n0(oi) in SHG and SFG-VS, was formulated recently

by Shen et al.43,57 There are also other competing treatments

for this ultimately important problem,90–92 and discussions on

whether a two layer model or three layer model is more

suitable are also available.89,90 However, recent quantitative

analysis of SHG and SFG-VS polarization data indicates that

the treatment by Shen et al. is not only physically clear but also

quantitatively more accurate.8,43,56,57,77 This formulation also

provides a framework for the development of a molecular

theory for calculating the perpendicular and parallel compo-

nents of the microscopic local field factors, whose ratio gives

the effective dielectric constant of the anisotropic interfacial

layer.57,83

Because the anisotropy of the molecular layer directly

determines the microscopic local field factors,83 there is no

reason to accept the notion that the effective dielectric con-

stants in the molecular layer possess simple values,43,57,91,92

especially for the closely packed chromophores with relatively

large linear polarizability values at either the fundamental or

second harmonic frequencies.8 Theoretical modeling of the

local field factors by in het Pannhuis and Munn demonstrated

that improper treatment of the local fields can result in

significant errors when determining the tilt angle by as much

as 201 from previously obtained SHG data.95 Since accurate

orientational angles and distributions of the molecular dipoles

in the molecular layer have to be known to calculate the

microscopic local field factors in the thin layers, and on the

other hand these factors have to be known to determine the

orientational angles and distributions from SHG or the SFG-

VS experimental data, this chicken-or-egg-first problem may

have to be resolved through a self-consistent approach, as

suggested by in het Pannhuis and Munn.95 Therefore, there

should be no general solution for this problem for different

interfaces, and it has to be worked out interface by interface.

Fortunately, the relative range of values for the microscopic

local field factors can always be simulated,8,83 so orientational

analysis can be carried out reasonably well.56,96 Moreover, in

many cases, quantitative orientational and polarization ana-

lysis of the SHG or SFG-VS data can be used to determine the

values of the microscopic local field factors.56,97

4. Experimental approaches for more accurate

SHG measurement

Quantitative orientational and polarization analysis in SHG

has to be based on accurate experimental measurements in

different polarizations. Generally, such polarization measure-

ments are realized with different wave-plate techniques.

4.1. Half-wave plate techniques versus quarter-wave plate

techniques

Many efforts and techniques have been introduced to measure

the independent susceptibilities in SHG experiments, including

half-wave plate techniques50,54,63,73,98,99 and quarter-wave

plate techniques.53,64,65,100 Recently, there are more sophisti-

cated techniques using both half-wave plates and quarter-wave

plates,101 and even with two beams.58,102–104 The half-wave

plate techniques were used in the beginning of the develop-

ment of SSHG studies.4,51,54,105 Other techniques were devel-

oped to overcome the limitations of the half-wave plate

techniques, and to study chiral interfaces.65,100

Half-wave plate techniques use a half-wave plate to control

the linearly polarized light or SH signal in the SHG experi-

ment. Eqn (2.4) is the general expression for half-wave plate

techniques. From eqn (2.4), one can easily see that in order to

unambiguously determine the relative values of the three

independent susceptibilities, SHG measurements have to be

made with three combinations of input and output polariza-

tions, i.e. a = 01 and g = 01 for weff,pp, a = 901 and g = 01 for

weff,sp, and a = 451 and g = 901 for weff,451s. However, because

in the actual experiment the measured SHG intensity is

proportional to |veff|
2, direct measurement with the above

three polarizations can not give information of the relative

sign and phase between the weff,pp, weff,sp, and weff,451s terms. In

order to determine the relative sign and phase between these

three terms, the measurement must be made while a and g in

eqn (2.4) have other values. Thus, at least two of the three

independent veff terms can mix and interfere in one measure-

ment.63 In practice, the experiment is done by scanning either

the a or g angle for a full circle, i.e. from 0 to 3601, and in the

meantime keeping the other polarization angle at a fixed value.

Considering that weff,pp, weff,sp and weff,451s are all complex,

based on the half-wave plate techniques formula eqn (2.4),

one has

|veff|
2 = |wRe

eff |
2 + |wImeff |

2 = |sin2 a cos gwRe
eff,sp + sin 2a sin

gwRe
eff,451s + cos2 a cos gwRe

eff,pp|
2 + |sin2 a cos gwImeff,sp

+ sin 2a sin gwImeff,451s + cos2 a cos gw1meff,pp|
2 (4.12)
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Here the real part and the imaginary part of the veff terms

never mix with each other using the half-wave plate techni-

ques. This indicates that even though the relative signs be-

tween the real part of the three independent veff terms can be

determined, the relative signs between the real and the ima-

ginary part can never be determined. Or, in other words, the

phase between the three complex veff terms can not be uniquely

determined. This is the intrinsic limitation of the half-wave

plate techniques, and this is where the quarter-wave plate

techniques come to the rescue.64,65

The simplest case in quarter-wave plate techniques is to

place a quarter-wave plate in the incident laser beam and a

polarization analyzer in the outgoing beam. When the incident

light before the quarter-wave plate is in p polarization, follow-

ing the derivation in the literature,65 we have

veff = sin2 2Z cos gweff,sp+[sin 4Z+4i sin 2Z]sin gweff,451s
+ [2i cos 2Z � sin2 2Z] cos gweff,pp (4.13)

Here Z is the angle between the fast axis of the quarter-wave

plate and the p polarization.65 Eqn (4.13) clearly shows the

mixing of the real and imaginary part of the weff,pp, weff,sp and
weff,451s terms, and all the relative signs can be uniquely

determined by fitting the experimental data with eqn (4.13).

Using alternative expressions, Maki et al. demonstrated in

their earlier works that the quarter-wave plate technique can

uniquely determine all the relative values and signs between

the real and imaginary terms in weff,sp, weff,sp and weff,451s
terms.65

Besides the above advantages, the quarter-wave plate tech-

nique SHG-CD is also advantageous over the half-wave plate

technique SHG-LD on a chiral interface.106,107 Recently,

based on the same principles, Simpson et al. introduced a

new modular ellipsometry approach for acquiring and inter-

preting polarization measurements, using multiple polariza-

tion analysis approaches, including null ellipsometry, rotating

quarter-wave plate ellipsometry, and rotating half-wave plate

ellipsometry.101

In practice, the angle Z is scanned while keeping g at a fixed

value. One of the intrinsic disadvantages of the quarter-wave

plate techniques is that fitting such data generally may not give

accurate values for all veff terms, because generally in the

expressions such as eqn (4.13), there are many parameters

and quite a few trigonometric functions involved.65 Moreover,

it is not necessary to measure the complex phase difference

between the three independent veff terms if the SHG measure-

ment is either off-resonance or right on the resonance with the

chromophore in the interface. Because in these cases, there

should be no phase difference between the three independent

veff terms. In such cases, quarter-wave plate techniques offer

no new information in addition to the half-wave plate mea-

surements, except for the chiral surfaces close to molecular

electronic resonance.107–109

Here reducing the number of fitting parameters of the

polarization dependent SHG measurement is crucial for the

determination of the values of the veff terms. For example, the

|weff,sp|
2 term from the non-resonant air/water interface is

generally more than one order of magnitude smaller than

the |weff,pp|
2 term and about one order of magnitude smaller

than the |weff,451s|
2 term.50,73 If one scans the a with g= 451 (or

other intermediate polarization angles), all three independent

veff terms can be fitted according to eqn (2.4) from this curve as

shown in Fig. 4. However, the uncertainty of the weff,sp term

thus obtained is much larger than that from fitting the

polarization curves in Fig. 5.73 According to eqn (2.4), the

approach in Fig. 4 is much more accurate because it uses two

independent measurements and one trigonometric function

contributing to each measurement (cos2 a or sin 2a, respec-
tively), compared to the single measurement of Fig. 4 which

has two conjugated trigonometric functions (cos2 a and sin 2a)
contributing. Similarly, according to eqn (4.13), this problem

is even more severe for the fitting with quarter-wave plate

techniques, where generally at least two independent trigono-

metric functions (sin 4Z and sin 2Z when g= 901, or cos 2Z and
sin2 2Z when g = 01, or all four of the above when g is neither
01 nor 901) are involved.65,92 Therefore, in practice, the

advantage of the simple half-wave plate methods in Fig. 5

may need to be reemphasized against those more complicated

techniques.58,65,92

Besides the advantages of accurately obtaining the veff
elements, the half-wave plate techniques can also provide a

direct measurement of the sign information of the veff ele-

ments.110 If one take the derivative of |veff|
2 from eqn (2.4)

against a, when a = 01, one gets 2weff,ppweff,451s sin 2g; while
when a = 901, one gets �2weff,spweff,451s sin 2g. Therefore, the
slope of the SHG intensity against the incident polarization

angle a can be used to determine the relative signs between the

three independent veff terms. Fig. 4 is the measurement of SHG

intensity at 400 nm with different a angles from the air/water

interface when g = 451. It is apparent that when a = 01, the

slope is positive and when a = 901, the slope is negative.

Therefore, the three veff terms have the same signs, which is

simply obtained and is fully consistent with previous measure-

ments.50,98,105

The assumption that the veff terms are in phase is valid when

the molecules are not in resonance or close to resonance.

Therefore, it generally covers most molecular interfaces since

Fig. 4 Half-wave plate polarization SHG measurement of the neat

air/water interface with g = 451. Black dots are experiment data, and

the solid line is fitting with eqn (2.4). The SHG wavelength is 400 nm.

The dashed line is where a = 901.
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in practice the ideal experimental wavelength is selective.

When the three veff terms are not in phase, the simple half-

wave plate measurement can still get the relative sign between

the real terms, and imaginary terms, respectively. In addition,

to build the connection of relative signs between the real and

imaginary terms, the quarter-wave plate techniques have to be

employed.63–65 However, as noted above, the quarter-wave

plate techniques alone may cause large fitting errors for small

veff terms, and sometimes for physically unreasonable signs.

This problem can be solved with the assistance of the half-

wave plate techniques, which is more accurate with less fitting

parameters.

The knowledge of the phase of the veff terms can provide

valuable information on molecular orientations. One can be

referred to the many works on measurements of relative and

absolute phase of SHG response in the litera-

ture.63–65,100,101,111–118 The half-wave plate technique de-

scribed here is one of the simplest and most direct method,

and may be adequate for many applications.

4.2. Null angle method

The null angle method in the half-wave plate techniques can be

used to determine whether the veff terms are in phase or not,

and it can also be used to accurately determine the magnitude

of the veff terms when they are in phase.

The null angle method in SHG was first introduced by

Heinz et al. in 1983, later evaluated by Zhang et al., and most

recently reformulated by Rao et al.4,54,56 This new formulation

directly led to important applications in the SFG-VS

studies.8,75–77,96,119

In the null angle method, some specific polarization set (a,g)
exists to make the SHG signal become zero (null), as long as

the independent veff terms are in phase. Therefore, the exis-

tence of such a null angle can be used as the criteria for

whether the veff terms are in phase. When they are in phase,

with veff = 0 in eqn (2.4), one has,

tan gnull ¼
cos2 aweff;pp þ sin2 aweff ;sp

sinð2aÞweff ;45�s
ð4:14Þ

Because gnull can generally be determined very accurately, two

sets of measurements at (a1,g
null
1 ) and (a2,g

null
2 ) can really

provide an even more accurate determination of the relative

magnitudes and signs of the veff terms. Another advantage of

the null angle method is that there is no ambiguity of the signs

as in intensity ratio measurements.8,56

As shown in section 3.2, at the null angle condition, R(y) =
0, and this leads the corresponding c value to the orienta-

tional parameter D. In section 5, we show how accurately

determined veff can be used to calculate the D value using the

molecular polarizability tensors of molecules with different

symmetry.

5. Symmetry properties of the hyperpolarizability

tensors

The molecular orientational parameter D can be determined

from the accurately determined relative magnitude of the veff
terms, provided one has proper understanding of the molecu-

lar polarizability. As a 3rd rank tensor, the second order

molecular polarizability b has 27 tensor elements in total.

From Fig. 1, the ratios between all these tensor elements

should be determined a priori. To the SHG, the number of

the independent tensor elements reduce to 18 for the ‘permu-

tation symmetry’.11,61 The number of the independent tensor

elements can be reduced more with the consideration of

molecular symmetry.

5.1. Achiral molecular surface (CNv)

For a rotationally isotropic achiral molecular interface, two

ratios between the three non-zero independent macroscopic

wijk tensor elements, namely wzzz, wzxx and wxzx can be obtained

from the three independent veff terms. Using the classification

in Table 1 and eqn (2.5), one has,

wzxx
wxzx
¼ ðb1 þ b2 � 2b3ÞD� ðb1 � b2 � 2b3Þ

ðb1 � b2ÞD� ðb1 � b2 � 2b3Þ

wzzz
wxzx
¼ 2ðb2 þ 2b3ÞDþ 2ðb1 � b2 � 2b3Þ
ðb1 � b2ÞD� ðb1 � b2 � 2b3Þ

ð5:15Þ

In these two equations, there are three unknown values, D and

the two ratios between three bis.
Here in Table 1 the microscopic tensors are grouped into

three terms, i.e. b1, b2 and b3. They are the only distinguishable
terms related to the macroscopic tensors for the achiral

isotropic interface. This classification provides a uniform

formulation for molecules with different symmetry, and can

greatly simplify the analysis of the SHG data.

5.2. Chiral surface (CN)

There are four more non-zero elements for a chiral sur-

face,11,61 i.e. wxyz = wxzy = �wyxz = �wyzx. If molecule itself

Fig. 5 Half-wave polarization SHG measurement of the neat

air/water interface at two fixed detection polarizations (open

circles are for g = 01; back dots are for g = 901. The SHG wave-

length is 400 nm. The solid and dashed lines are fittings with

eqn (2.4).73
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is chiral, one has,

wxyz ¼ wxzy ¼ �wyxz ¼ �wyzx

¼ 1

2
Ns½hcos2 yiðbabc � bbacÞ �

1

2
sin2 y
� �

bbca � bacbð Þ�

ð5:16Þ
If the molecule is achiral, macroscopic chirality arises when the

molecule can not rotate freely around its axis, i.e. the Euler

angle c cannot be integrated,44 one has,

wxyz ¼ wxzy ¼ �wyxz ¼ �wyzx

¼ 1

2
Ns½hsin2 y sinc cosciðbaca � bbcb � bcaa þ bcbbÞ

þ hsin y cos y sinciðbabb � bacc � bbab þ bcacÞ

þ hsin y cos y coscið�baba þ bbaa � bbcc þ bcbcÞ�
ð5:17Þ

Experimental measurement of the chiral surfaces has not been

covered above. Recently, a counterpropagating SHG experi-

ment configuration was employed by Kriech and Conboy to

directly measure the chiral wxyz term.120–123 This measurement

can be combined with the above mentioned measurements for

molecular orientational analysis.

5.3. Determination and simplification of molecular

polarizability tensor ratios

From eqn (5.15), two independent measurements cannot be

solved for three independent variables. There are ways to

simplify the number of unknown molecular polarizability

tensor ratios, and one such approach was demonstrated in

the analysis of the air/water interface.73 Generally, the bi0j0k0
values are dominated by a particular electronic transition.

Therefore, selection rules and symmetry relations can be used

to further reduce the number of non-vanishing bi0j0k0. Follow-
ing Moad and Simpson,44 the non-vanishing independent bis
are listed in Table 2. For example, the lowest electronic

transition of the water molecule is with B1 or B2 symmetry,

and it dominates both o and 2o frequencies when far from

resonance. Therefore, only b2 and b3 were successfully used in

eqn (5.15) to solve D and the b2/b3 values.
73 Such simplifica-

tion can also lead to intensity polarization selection rules

similar to those for SFG-VS.8

In the SHG literature, simplification of the molecular

polarizability tensor elements with uniaxial or rod-like as-

sumptions was generally used,21–25 except for a few

cases.16,43,51–53 From Table 2, one can clearly see why the

Table 1 Independent non-vanishing elements of bi0 j0k0 for various molecular symmetries. Here the bi0j0k0 tensors are classified according to their
symmetry properties, and whether they appear in the macroscopic wijk terms when the interface is with CNv symmetry. The terms in ( ) are
symmetric terms which appear in the non-vanishing macroscopic susceptibility tensor terms (wijk), terms in h i are asymmetric terms which appear
in wijk terms, terms in [ ] are asymmetric terms which do not appear in the wijk terms, and terms in { } are chiral terms only for chiral molecules

Symmetry classes Location of mirror plane Non-vanishing independent tensor elements

b1, b2, b3 of CNv surface

b1 b2 b3

C1 No mirror (bccc, bcaa, bcbb) bccc
bcaaþbcbb

2
bacaþbbcb

2
hbaca = baac, bbcb = bbbci
[baaa, babb, bbab = bbba]
[bbbb, bbaa, baba = baab]
[bacc, bcac = bcca]
[bbcc, bcbc = bccb]
{bcab = bcba, babc = bacb, bbac = bbca}

C1v (Cs) âĉ (bccc, bcaa, bcbb) bccc
baaaþbcbb

2
bacaþbbcb

2
hbaca = baac, bbcb = bbbci
[baaa, babb, bbab = bbba]
[bacc, bcac = bcca]

C2 No mirror (bccc, bcaa, bcbb) bccc
bcaaþbcbb

2
bacaþbbcb

2
hbaca = baac, bbcb = bbbci
{bcab = bcba, babc = bacb, bbac = bbca}

C2v âĉ,b̂ĉ (bccc, bcaa, bcbb) bccc
bcaaþbcbb

2
bacaþbbcb

2
hbaca = baac, bbcb = bbbci

C3 No mirror (bccc, bcaa = bcbb) bccc bcaa baca
hbaca = baac = bbcb = bbbci
[babb = bbab = bbba = –baaa]
[baab = baba = bbaa = –bbbb]
{babc = -bbac = bacb = �bbca}

C3v âĉ (bccc, bcaa = bcbb) bccc bcaa baca
hbaca = baac = bbcb = bbbci
[babb = bbab = bbba = –baaa]

C4, C6, CN No mirror (bccc, bcaa = bcbb) bccc bcaa baca
hbaca = baac = bbcb = bbbci
{babc = �bbac = bacb = �bbca}

C4v, C6v, CNv âĉ, b̂ĉ (bccc, bcaa = bcbb) bccc bcaa baca
hbaca = baac = bbcb = bbbci

Table 2 Non-vanishing independent bis in SHG for various molecu-
lar symmetries. The symmetry types of the electronic transition were
catalogued by Moad and Simpson44

Frequency
Dominant Non-vanishing
Electronic transition bi

2o A or A1 b1, b2
B or B1 or B2 b3

o A or A1 b1, b3
B or B1 or B2 or E b2, b3
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uniaxial assumption with only non-vanishing bccc (b1) is

generally not valid.

It is also possible to employ polarization measurements in

hyper Rayleigh scattering (HRS) to determine the relative

ratios between some bi0j0k0 tensor elements. There can be five

independent polarization measurements in HRS.124,125 There-

fore, four bi0j0k0 ratios can be determined. One limitation in this

approach is that the relative signs of the bi0j0k0 tensors can not

be determined from the incoherent HRS measurement. Of

course, one has to be cautioned that the hidden assumption of

using HRS data for surface SHG analysis is that the polariz-

ability tensor ratios for the molecule does not change from

bulk liquid to interface.

It is clear from the expressions in eqn (5.15) that only the

ratios of the bis, instead of the ratios of the bi0j0k0s, are crucial
for orientational analysis. Therefore, there is no need to get the

ratios between each individual bi0j0k0 for interpretation of the

SHG data. Molecular calculations have been employed to

obtain the bi0j0k0 tensor values. The results are generally

scattered and hard to verify experimentally.126–129 Through

above symmetry analysis, such complications can be generally

avoided. In conclusion, above formulation not only provides a

uniform description, but also significantly simplifies the polar-

ization and orientational analysis in dealing with SHG experi-

mental data.

6. Surface vs. bulk contribution: air/water

interface as the benchmark case

The precondition for the application of SHG in interface

studies is its interface specificity.

In the early days of the development of SHG for interface

studies, great efforts have been made to assess the relative

magnitudes of the interface (local) contribution and the still

possibly significant bulk electric quadrupole and magnetic

dipole (nonlocal) contributions to the SHG signal.11,130–132

Even though there were debates on whether SHG can be an

effective probe for isotropic liquid interfaces, i.e. whether the

bulk contributions is negligible,133–137 it has been generally

accepted that it is impossible to separate the bulk contribution

from the total SHG signal.32,132,133 Over the past two decades,

theoretical treatment has shown that there is no general

solution to this problem, and it is often not known a priori

in SSHG and SFG-VS studies whether interfacial contribution

is dominant over that of the bulk in an interface system or

not.138–140 Among these studies, the SHG from the air/water

interface is the most studied, and it is also the benchmark case

favoring significant bulk (non-local) contributions.50,98,99,105

In a very recent work,73 through the detailed analysis of

accurately measured SHG data from the air/water interface, it

was found that all the previous experimental evidences favor-

ing significant bulk (non-local) contributions, i.e. the breaking

of the Kleinman symmetry and the temperature dependence of

the SHG signal, were invalid. This development was based on

a proof of the equivalence of the macroscopic and the micro-

scopic (molecular) Kleinman symmetry under rotational

(Euler) transformation.73 From Table 2, one can see that the

microscopic Kleinman symmetry (b2 = b3) is generally not

observed for any realistic molecule according to the dispersion

relationships.141,142 Therefore, since it is easy to prove that the

bi0j0k0 of individual water molecule does not preserve the

Kleinman symmetry,142 the breaking of the macroscopic

Kleinman symmetry from the air/water interface can not be

used as the support for bulk (non-local) contributions. With

the accurate measurements of the SHG signal from the air/

water interface as described in section 4, and the symmetry

analysis described in section 5, all SHG data from the air/

water interface can be interpreted without introducing any

bulk (non-local) contributions.73 Even though logically this

treatment is impossible to be considered as a complete proof,

this development strongly suggests an insignificant bulk con-

tribution for SHG from the air/water interface.

This new treatment of the SHG from the air/water interface

indicates the importance of accurate polarization measure-

ment and the power of symmetry analysis of the polarizability

tensors. This effort directly led to the discussions and formula-

tions in sections 4 and 5. Based on these new methodologies

and understandings, quantitative re-examination of SHG data

on other important systems can be carried out. Such efforts

shall put SHG interface studies on an even more solid founda-

tion. Nevertheless, the successful treatment of the neat air/

water interface with dipole contribution terms indicates that

SHG probably is indeed an effective probe of the surfaces and

interfaces of isotropic fluids, as strongly argued by Andrews

et al.68,69,134,136,137

7. Conclusion and perspectives

This review focuses on the recent advances on quantitative

measurement and interpretation of SHG from the achiral

rotationally isotropic molecular interfaces and thin films.

There have been a number of excellent reviews on the theore-

tical basis and applications of SHG in interface studies in the

literatures. Since the ability to apply SHG to molecular inter-

face studies depends on the ability to abstract quantitative

information from the measurable quantities in the actual SHG

experiments, this review may help to fill the gap for a better

understanding and application of SHG to surface studies

through the discussion of the issues directly related to accurate

experimental measurement and quantitative interpretation of

the SHG data. Therefore, this review may also be viewed as a

contemporary footnote to the century old quotation generally

attributed to the great Lord Kelvin: ‘Unless our knowledge is

measured and expressed in numbers, it does not amount to

much’.

In this review, we discussed the methodologies for orienta-

tional analysis of the SHG experimental data, the experimen-

tal approaches crucial for accurate SHG measurements,

and a systematic treatment of the molecular polarizability

tensors based on their symmetry properties in association

with the experimentally measurable quantities. The impor-

tance and approaches of the treatment on the local field

factors for obtaining quantitative information was also dis-

cussed. In the end, the problem of surface versus bulk con-

tribution in SHG surface studies was also presented. These

developments may provide a rather unified formulation for

quantitative application of SHG in molecular interfaces and

thin films studies.
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There are many issues and topics in surface SHG studies not

covered in this review. Some of these topics are SHG from

micro- and nanoparticles, as well as colloidal surfaces, SHG

from metal or semiconductor surfaces, SHG from chiral

surfaces, SHG from magnetic films, etc. Interested readers

can be referred to many existing reviews on such topics, and

developments using approaches presented in this review are

expected in the future studies.
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